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Abstract. Restoration of weather degraded videos is a challenging prob-
lem due to diverse weather conditions e.g., rain, haze, snow, etc. Ex-
isting works handle video restoration for each weather using a differ-
ent custom-designed architecture. This approach has many limitations.
First, a custom-designed architecture for each weather condition requires
domain-specific knowledge. Second, disparate network architectures across
weather conditions prevent easy knowledge transfer to novel weather con-
ditions where we do not have a lot of data to train a model from scratch.
For example, while there is a lot of common knowledge to exploit be-
tween the models of different weather conditions at day or night time, it
is difficult to do such adaptation. To this end, we propose a generic archi-
tecture that is effective for any weather condition due to the ability to ex-
tract robust feature maps without any domain-specific knowledge. This
is achieved by novel components: spatio-temporal feature modulation,
multi-level feature aggregation, and recurrent guidance decoder. Next,
we propose a meta-learning based adaptation of our deep architecture to
the restoration of videos in data-poor conditions (night-time videos). We
show comprehensive results on video de-hazing and de-raining datasets
in addition to the meta-learning based adaptation results on night-time
video restoration tasks. Our results clearly outperform the state-of-the-
art weather degraded video restoration methods. The source code is avail-
able at: https://github.com/pwp1208/Meta_Video_Restoration

Keywords: Spatio-temporal Feature Modulation, Meta-adaptation, Day
and Night-time Video Restoration.

1 Introduction

Fog, snow, rain, and haze are different types of adverse weather conditions that
often degrade the quality of images or videos recorded for computer vision appli-
cations such as video surveillance, traffic monitoring, and autonomous driving.
These applications routinely involve subtasks such as optical flow estimation
[40], object detection [15], depth estimation [33], which use algorithms or models
expecting clean data (image or video) as their input. The research on weather-
degraded restoration is quite active [22,4,35,17,34]. Earlier works mainly focused
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Fig. 1. (a) A generic architecture is provided for restoring any weather degraded video.
This architecture outperforms the existing custom-designed architectures and lends
itself to easy meta- learning based adaptations permitting sample-efficient learning for
novel data-poor weather conditions. (b) A meta-learning (φ) adaptation from previous
models (θ1, θ2, θ3) to a new model (θ∗) for novel weather condition.

on single image restoration. Most of them are focused on a weather while some of
them [22,4] have also extended for multi-weather conditions, i.e. use the same ar-
chitecture to train a model for a given weather condition. The extension to video
restoration includes [9,44,43,45,49,19]. Many of these models have achieved re-
markable success e.g., video de-hazing [18,49], video de-raining [45,44] and video
de-raining with veiling effect [43,41].

However, these methods for video restoration have a crucial limitation. They
use different architectures for handling different weather conditions. Since a sys-
tem usually needs to deal with multiple weather conditions, when working with
models with disparate architectures, the design process becomes cumbersome.
The models of different weather conditions have a great deal of similarity (e.g.,
in the feature extraction step), which can be exploited to adapt these models
to novel conditions that are data-poor using recent machine learning techniques
such as few-shot learning [1], meta-learning [11], etc. However, this cannot be
easily done unless we use the same architecture across different conditions. For
example, if using the same architecture, we can use meta-learning to efficiently
adapt a day-time video restoration model to night-time condition. Therefore,
we need a generic architecture for video restoration that allows learning across
multiple weather conditions and permits transfer to novel conditions.

For designing a single architecture that works across multi-weather video
restoration, we need to extract robust feature maps. For this, we propose three
modules: spatio-temporal feature modulator (STFM) to interlink features at mul-
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tiple spatial and temporal scales, multi-level feature aggregation module for com-
bining different STFM outputs, and recurrent guidance decoder to generate tem-
porally consistent content. This proposed architecture does not require prior
domain-specific knowledge and is agnostic to weather conditions. Further, our
generic architecture is amenable to model adaptation through meta-learning [11].
We provide an efficient adaptation scheme wherein our architecture can be used
in combination with the popular meta-learning algorithm-MAML [11].

In experiments, we first demonstrate that our generic architecture outper-
forms state-of-the-art (SOTA) for video de-hazing and de-raining tasks using
REVIDE [49] and RainSynAll100 [42] datasets respectively. Next, we demon-
strate how our model can be efficiently adapted to novel weather conditions.
Particularly, we examine adaptation for night-time video restoration that has
limited availability of weather degraded night-time videos. In this meta-learning
setting, we first train the meta-model and task-wise models for day-time haze,
rain, and rain with veiling effects removal tasks. We then show that our meta-
model can be adapted to night-time haze, rain, and rain with veiling effects
removal in a more sample-efficient manner than training from scratch or fine-
tuning the day-time trained models with night-time data. Finally, we also make
available a synthetic night-time weather degraded database for de-hazing, de-
raining, and de-raining with veiling effects useful to the community given the
lack of such datasets. Overview of proposed architecture for weather-degraded
restoration and its meta-learning based adaptation for new weather condition is
depicted in Fig. 1. Our major contributions are:

– A novel architecture is proposed for any-weather degraded video restora-
tion based on spatio-temporal feature modulation with multi-level feature
aggregation and recurrent guidance decoder.

– We propose a meta-learning based adaptation of this architecture for han-
dling novel data-poor weather-degraded conditions.

– We first show comprehensive results on video de-hazing and de-raining datasets.
We then show the meta-learning based adaptation results for night-time
weather-degraded video restoration. We obtain superior performance for
rain, haze, and rain with veiling effect removal for day and night conditions.

To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first video restoration contribution
that uses the same architecture across weather conditions, and it is also the first
meta-learning adaptation of video restoration models to new conditions. Our
approach does not require domain-specific knowledge (transmission map [41],
future frames [44]) during training, unlike the current SOTA approaches.

2 Literature Survey

Video De-raining Methods: The first study on video rain removal is done
in [13], which utilizes the space-time correlation model to capture the dynam-
ics of raindrops. In [24], a hybrid rain model and motion segmentation context
information is integrated with a dynamic routing residue recurrent network for
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video rain removal. The discriminative prior knowledge-based video rain streak
removal approach is proposed by Jiang et al. [17]. This approach captures in-
herent features related to rain streaks based on sparse coding in [20]. Chen et
al. [5] proposed a novel content alignment and compensation approach for video
rain removal. The sparse coding with a multi-scale approach is proposed in [20]
to deliver the former characteristic of rain streaks. Any video-based application
needs to capture temporal consistency effectively for superior performance. In
[44], the temporal correlation and consistency among consecutive video frames
are learnt for video rain streak removal. To impose the inter-frame consistency
constraint, five successive video frames are used. They estimate the optical flow
and warped with input frames. Further, the prediction network is proposed for
video rain streak removal. Due to degraded input frames, optical flow may cause
many problems. In [41], the robust self-aligned video de-raining approach with
transmission depth consistency is proposed. Recently, Yue et al. [45] proposed
semi-supervised video de-raining approach with dynamic rain generation process.

Video De-hazing Methods: Many algorithms are proposed for image de-
hazing with [8,36] and without [9,34] prior information. Dhara [8] et al. proposed
weighted least squares filtering with adaptive air-light refinement and non-linear
color balancing approach for image de-hazing. Zhang et al. [48] proposed illumi-
nation balancing approach for night-time image de-hazing. Further, maximum
reflectance prior [47] and multiple light colors [23] based approaches are pro-
posed for night-time dehazing. These approaches may perform poorly for video
de-hazing task and may achieve better results by considering the temporal consis-
tency. In 2018, the first attempt for video de-hazing with multi-frame multi-level
fusion strategy was made by Li et al. [18]. Further, the transmission map-based
video de-hazing module is proposed in [33]. Video de-hazing approaches received
less attention as video de-hazing databases were not available. But, a real-world
video de-hazing database has become recently available [49].
These existing works are able to handle single weather (haze or rain) efficiently
through disparate architectures. Since a system usually needs to deal with multi-
ple weather conditions, when working with models with disparate architectures,
the design process becomes cumbersome. Also, using disparate architectures pre-
vents easy adaptation to novel weather-degraded conditions.

Multi-weather Video restoration Methods: Few researchers proposed
multi-weather single image restoration approaches [22,46]. First attempt with a
gated context aggregation network was proposed by Chen et al. [4] to restore
the haze and rain-free image directly. In [22], rain, fog, snow, and adherent rain-
drops weather conditions are handled using multiple task-specific encoders with
neural architectures. Despite excellent performance in multi-weather degraded
image restoration, these methods may fail for video restoration due to a lack of
temporal consistency. In this context, Yang et al. [42] proposed the first video
de-raining approach by considering the veiling effect. The veiling effect is rain-
streak accumulation in the line of sight. Similar to [44], the recurrent multi-frame
de-raining with veiling effect approach is proposed in [43] with physics model
and adversarial learning. To maintain the temporal consistency, they considered
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five consecutive frames including future frames to enhance the current frame
with multi-stage process. Recently, Li et al. [19] proposed multi-frame based rain
and snow removal approach.

Meta-learning Methods: Meta-learning aims to extract meta-knowledge
from historical tasks to accelerate learning on new tasks by transferring previ-
ously learned knowledge. Meta-learning has been applied to many applications
like video interpolation [6], object segmentation [2], action recognition [7] and
object tracking [38]. In [6], authors considered the interpolation of a single video
as one task. They analysed the effect of existing SOTA networks with scratch
training, fine-tuning and meta-learning. Xinjian et al. [12] used meta-learning to
transfer embeddings across rainy and clean images. In contrast, meta-learning
in our architecture is used to adapt the day time (haze, rain and rain with veil)
video restoration model to night-time conditions. However, none of these works
have focused on multi-weather degradation restoration.

3 Proposed Video restoration Framework

In this section, we describe the proposed architecture and its meta-learning adap-
tation to adapt the model for data-poor weather conditions.

3.1 Network Architecture

The overview of the proposed architecture for multi-weather video restoration
is illustrated in Fig. 2 and 3 which comprises of three major components: (1)
Spatio-temporal feature modulation (STFM), (2) Multi-level feature aggregation
(MFA), and (3) Recurrent guided decoder (RGD).

Spatio-temporal Feature Modulation: The efficient feature fusion of dif-
ferent time instances plays an important role in video processing applications.
To effectively interlink the multi-frame features, we propose the STFM module.
The STFM module effectively extracts the multi-frame features through scale
and temporal modulations. As (t − 1)th frame output is provided at decoder
recurrently, the tth and (t− 2)th frames are given to two different encoder paths
as inputs. The feature maps of both the frames at each encoder level are given
to STFM modules. In the STFM module, each of these feature maps (tth and
(t− 2)th frames) are passed through multi-scale convolution block (convolution
with filter size 1, 3, 5). Further, these multi-scale feature maps are processed
through scale modulation to interlink the information at different scales. The
scale modulation helps the network to boost the feature maps by incorporating
the feature maps from multi-scales. Scale modulation (SM) is defined as:

SMa,b = α [fSc a c⃝fSc b] + β; a ̸= b (1)

where, fSc a, fSc b are outcomes of multi-scale convolution block (a, b ∈ (1, 3, 5)),
α = γ[C3{ avg

c∈(1,C)

(fSc a, fSc b)}], β = γ[C3{fSc a c⃝fSc b}], γ is global average
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Fig. 2. Proposed architecture for weather-degraded video restoration (STFM: spatio-
temporal feature modulation).

Fig. 3. Proposed spatio-temporal feature modulation (STFM).

pooling, c⃝ is concatenation, C is total number of channels and C3 is convolution
with kernel 3×3 (see Fig. 3). As video-based frameworks need to deal with multi-
frame information correlation, the scale modulated feature maps are temporally
modulated. Temporal features of tth and (t− 2)th frames are modulated as:

TMa,b = α
[
SM t

a,b c⃝SM t−2
a,b

]
+ β; a ̸= b (2)

where, α = γ[C3{ avg
c∈(1,C)

(SM t
a,b, SM

t−2
a,b )}], and β = γ[C3{SM t

a,b c⃝SM
t−2
a,b }].

This process helps to learn the inter-frame information. Here, the α and β in
both SM and TM are mainly proposed for scaling and shifting (modulation) of
the multi-scale feature maps and the feature maps of different time instance re-
spectively. Finally, three temporally modulated features (TM1,3, TM3,5, TM1,5)
are merged and considered as the output (ξ) of STFM module.

Multi-level Feature Aggregation: The proposed STFM module interlinks
the multi-frame feature maps through scale and temporal modulation. Multi-
level feature interlinking is a crucial task to enlarge the overall receptive field
of the network. To do this, the multi-level feature aggregation (MFA) module is
proposed. This MFA module is hierarchical, which takes the multi-level STFM
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Fig. 4. Overview of the proposed meta-learning based weather-degraded video restora-
tion framework. Left: Each task ∈ (1,K) consists of n number of training videos and
m number of validation videos. These train videos, V1 to Vn, are used for task-wise
update (i.e., the inner loop) and validation videos, V ′

1 to V ′
m, are used for meta-update

(i.e., the outer loop). Right: The training videos V1 to Vn from each task 1 to k in
Dkare used to adapt θk using task-wise optimizers for inner loop and validation videos
V ′
1 to V ′

m from each task 1 to k in D′k are used to adapt meta optimizer for outer loop.

features to capture and fuse the effective information at different levels. Also,
compared to normal feature aggregation/concatenation operation, the proposed
MFA obtains a wide-ranging vision field to further guide the feature maps as:

MFAl =


[
ξ(4−l) c⃝ξ2(5−l)

]
c⃝ξ2(5−l); l = 1[

xi(4−l) c⃝xi2(5−l)

]
c⃝MFA2

(l−1); l > 1
(3)

where, ξ are STFM feature maps, ξ2 are corresponding up-sampled STFM fea-
ture maps and MFA2 are respective up-sampled MFA feature maps. In the
proposed network, we have used three MFA blocks with sequential input.

Recurrent Guided Decoder: The proposed RGD module takes advantage of
the spatio-temporally modulated features, multi-level feature aggregation fea-
tures, and previous frame output feedback for the effective restoration of the
current frame. The RGD module at each scale correlates the previous frame
output maps (ẽ(t− 1)) and respective MFA feature maps to learn the tempo-
rally consistant content of the current frame. Initially, the MFA feature maps
are merged with previous scale RGD feature maps. These features are correlated
through the convolution operation. In [28], the authors argued that the feedback
from either decoder level features or simply the output of the previous frame
works very effectively for video-based applications. Therefore, these correlated
feature maps are merged with the subsequent scale of the previous frame output
maps (ẽs(t− 1)) to restore temporally consistent current frame.
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3.2 Learning the Model Parameters

The proposed network parameters are optimized using L1 i.e. Least absolute
deviations as:

L1 = |(et − ẽt)| (4)

where, et is target frame and ẽt is an restored frame using proposed architecture.
We note that the ẽt is a function of ft, ft−2 and ẽt−1. Along with L1, to guide
the model with textural and structural information, the perceptual loss with
pre-trained VGG19 model [37] is calculated as:

LP =

L∑
l=1

∥ψl(ẽt)− ψl(et)∥1 (5)

where, ψl(.) represents lth pooling layer of VGG-19 model. Further, we have
considered structural similarity index (SSIM) loss to preserve high frequency
information [31]. The SSIM loss function is defined as:

LS = 1− SSIM(ẽt, et) (6)

The combination of SSIM loss with edge loss has been shown to work well [10].
So, the edge loss is also considered to focus on the edge restoration while training
the proposed network. Edge loss is formulated with Sobel operator (S) as:

Led = ∥S(ẽt)− S(et)∥1 (7)

Thus, the overall loss (LTotal) for training the proposed network is given as:

LTotal = λ1L1 + λedLed + λPLP + λSLS (8)

where, λloss are the weights assigned for the respective loss functions.

3.3 Meta-learning based Adaptation

The proposed framework deals with six different weather-degraded scenarios:
day-time (haze, rain, rain with veiling effect), and night-time (haze, rain and rain
with veiling effect). The overview of the proposed meta-learning framework is
depicted in Fig. 4 and summarised in Algorithm 1. In general, we haveK different
tasks in training set,D =

{
D1, D2, .........DK

}
and dataset for each task contains

n data points asDk = {V1, V2, .....Vn} where Vn = {(ft−2, ft) , et | t > 2} as pair
of inputs (ft−2, ft) and target frame (et) at time t ∈ (3, ......F ) and F being the
total number of frames in each video. Similarly, the validation set used to update
the meta model D′ =

{
D′1, D′2, .....D′K}

contains D′k = {V ′
1 , V

′
2 , .....V

′
m}. Left

part of Fig. 4 shows the training and validation splits.
While training, a copy of the proposed architecture is kept as the meta-

model and denoted as φ. The proposed architecture is first trained task-wise
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Algorithm 1 : Pseudocode for meta-adaptation

Input: Training Dk and validation D′k datasets, learning rate α
Initialize φ
while not done do

for k in {1, 2, ....K} do
Initialize θk
Optimize the θk as
θk ← φ− α▽φ LTotal

(
θk, D

k
)

end for
Update φ ← φ− α

∑K
k=1▽φLTotal

(
θk, D

′k)
end while

using training data D to learn task-specific parameters θk. The task-specific
parameters are optimized using Dk as:

θk ← φ− α▽φ LTotal

(
θk, D

k
)

(9)

where, φ is meta-model parameter, α is learning rate, θk are task-wise parameters
to be optimized using gradients ▽φ with respective losses (LTotal) on training
split (Dk) and by LTotal(θk, D

k), we mean the LTotal computed on model with
parameters θk using dataset Dk. The gradients of task-wise adapted model are
then used to update the meta model parameters as:

φ ← φ− α
K∑

k=1

▽φLTotal

(
θk, D

′k) (10)

4 Multi-weather Database Generation

The collection of real-world weather degraded day-night video with respective
clean video is a challenging task. Therefore, many weather-specific synthetic
video databases are introduced in the literature only with day-time scenarios.
No single video dataset is generated for night-time weather degraded restora-
tion. Therefore, in this work, we synthetically generate the day and night-time
haze, rain and rain with veiling effect video datasets for meta-learning based
training and new task adaptation purpose. For the synthetic day-time multi-
weather video database generation, we have used a popular outdoor DAVIS-
2016 [29] video database. Also, the night-time videos are downloaded from
https://www.pexels.com/videos/. The depth maps from [32] and procedure for
synthetic database generation is adapted from [21]. Few samples from the syn-
thesized day and night-time haze, rain and rain with veiling effect datasets are
shown in Fig. 5. In total, 30 (20: task-wise training i.e. task-specific model update
and 10: validation i.e. meta model update) videos for each day-time and 30 (10:
meta-training and 20: meta-model testing) videos for each night-time weather
degraded tasks are generated for meta-learning based weather-degraded video
restoration (see supp. material for more details).
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Fig. 5. Synthetically generated video frames (first three columns: day-time and last
three columns: night-time).

Table 1. Quantitative results with GDN [26], DuRN [27], KDNN [14], FFA [30], EDVR
[39], MSBD [9], IDN [49] on REVIDE [49] database for video de-hazing (all quantitative
values are collected from [49] and PM: Proposed Method).

Methods → GDN DuRN KDNN FFA EDVR MSBD IDN PM

PSNR 19.69 18.51 16.32 16.65 21.22 22.01 23.21 26.36
SSIM 0.8545 0.8272 0.7731 0.8133 0.8707 0.8759 0.8836 0.9044

5 Experiments

5.1 Implementation Details

Losses in Eq. (8) are considered when training a proposed architecture for de-
hazing and de-raining and adapting it to night-time weather conditions. The
values of λloss are set (verified experimentally) as λed = 0.7 , λP = 0.5 , λS = 0.5
and λ1 = 1. The proposed network implemented with Tensorflow 2.0 library on
NVIDIA DGX Tesla V100 32 GB GPU.

We compare the proposed method with existing SOTA approaches on REV-
IDE and RainSynAll100 datasets for video de-hazing and de-raining tasks. We
used the same train-test splits as provided in the respective datasets. Weights are
initialized randomly and optimized with Adam optimizer. For the meta-learning
based adaptation results, we use our synthetically generated day and night-time
haze, rain, and rain with veiling effect video datasets: training the model on day
videos and then efficiently adapting to night conditions. We compare the results
of the meta-learnt model vs. learning from scratch on night conditions. PSNR
(luminance channel) and SSIM are used as evaluation metrics.

5.2 Analysis of Proposed Architecture

De-hazing: The proposed network is tested on REVIDE [49] video de-hazing
database. The SOTA de-hazing methods GDN [26], DuRN [27], KDNN [14],
MSBDN [9], FFA [30], EDVR [39], CG-IDN [49] are used for analysis. The
quantitative results’ analysis of proposed method with SOTA methods is given
in Table 1 for video de-hazing. The qualitative results on REVIDE database and
real world video are shown in Fig. 6. From Table 1, and Fig. 6, we can see that
the proposed network achieves superior performance for video de-hazing. We
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Fig. 6. Qualitative result analysis (first row: REVIDE, last two rows: Real world) for
video de-hazing (MSBDN [9], CG-IDN [49] and CANCB [8], FME [51], RDNet [50]).

Table 2. Quantitative analysis with DIP [16], EVD [18], SCNN [5], MRF [3], J4RNet
[25], DLF [42] and RMFD [43] on RainSynAll100 [42] database († and ‡ represent
method is used as pre and post-processing respectively).

Methods → DIP†

+EVD‡
SCNN†

+EVD‡
DIP†

+ MRF‡
SCNN†

+MRF‡ J4RNet DLF RMFD PM

PSNR 18.28 17.87 18.79 18.39 22.93 25.72 25.14 28.39
SSIM 0.6804 0.6423 0.6914 0.6469 0.7746 0.8989 0.9172 0.9317

note that CG-IDN [49] has ∼23M compared our proposed network with ∼10M
parameters. Computational complexity analysis is given in supp. material.
De-raining with Veiling Effect: The proposed network is tested on Rain-
SynAll100 [42] dataset. J4RNet [25], DLF[42], RMFD [43] SOTA methods are
used as baselines. To do more analysis, the combination of de-hazing and de-
raining approaches are used similar to [43]. The quantitative result analysis for
RainSynAll100 datasets is given in the Table 2. Also, the proposed architecture
compared qualitatively on RainSynAll100 database and real world rainy videos
is illustrated in Fig. 7 (see Section 3 from supp. material). 3dB performance im-
provement is achieved compared to recent RMFD [43] on RainSynAll100 dataset.
Also from visual results, it is evident that the DLF and RFMD suffers from rainy
streaks effect, veil effect and true color restoration whereas the proposed archi-
tecture produces the results without any rain streaks with veil effect removal and
true color restoration. Also, the RMFD [43] has ∼29M whereas our proposed
network has only ∼10M parameters.

5.3 Ablation Study on Proposed Architecture

The REVIDE database is used to examine the individual contributions (STFM,
MFA, ẽt−1 ) in the proposed network in terms of average PSNR and SSIM.
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Fig. 7. Qualitative result analysis (first row: RainSynAll100 and last two rows: Real
world videos) for video de-raining with veiling effect (DLF [42] and RMFD [43]).

Table 3. Ablation study analysis of proposed modules (M: Modulation, MFA: multi-
level feature aggregation, and ẽt−1: feedback of previous frame output).

Network ↓ Scale M Temporal M MFA ẽt−1 PSNR SSIM

I 22.74 0.8489
II X 23.69 0.8566
III X 23.95 0.8609
IV X X 24.64 0.8749
V X X X 25.42 0.8814
VI X X X X 26.36 0.9044

The STFM (comprising of SM and TM) interlinks the multi-frame features
spatially and temporally.How does this scale and temporal feature modu-
lation help the network to integrate the effective multi-frame features?
To scrutinize this, the results of the proposed network are analyzed with and
without scale and temporal modulation by keeping all other modules the same
and results are given in Table 3. STFM module helps the network for inter-frame
feature fusion which yields towards effective restoration. This is easily conveyed
from results reported in Table 3 (Networks II - IV).

Next, we study the multi-level feature aggregation - the MFA module. Is in-
terlinking multi-level feature maps through MFA effective? To analyse
this, we examine the accuracy of the proposed network with and without the
MFA module. From Network IV and V of Table 3, it is clear that the presence
of the proposed MFA module improves performance.

As the motion between two consecutive frames is very minute, the t and
(t − 2) frames are given as input to get temporal consistency. The enhanced
frame ẽt−1 is used to further ensure temporal consistency. Whether sharing
of the previous enhanced frame helps the network to get temporally
consistent results? We analyse the efficiency of the network with and without
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Table 4. Analysis of scratch (Scrt), Fine, Combined (Comb) and meta training for
night-time video restoration tasks.

Metrics → PSNR SSIM

Night Tasks ↓ Scrt Fine Comb Meta Scrt Fine Comb Meta

De-hazing 21.99 22.01 22.97 23.67 0.6505 0.6615 0.6995 0.7178
De-raining 23.57 22.78 23.45 24.71 0.6695 0.7102 0.6845 0.7029
De-raining w/ veil 22.21 22.88 22.69 23.49 0.6723 0.6845 0.6937 0.7171

Fig. 8. Scratch and meta-training analysis with respect to different training samples in
terms of average PSNR and SSIM for night-time weather degraded restoration tasks.

this recurrent guidance. From results reported in Table 3 (Networks VI), it is
clear that conditioning the decoder with (t − 1)th frame output leads to better
temporal consistency. Also, we use 2 past frames and argue that our method
will be less affected by any sudden temporal change (e.g. the first few frames are
bright while the later ones are dark) compared to a method [43] that uses more
number of previous frames as our restoration is less reliant on past frames. The
ablation study on losses is provided in the supp. material.

5.4 Analysis of Meta-Adaptation

The meta-learning based adaptation of the proposed architecture is trained end-
to-end. Initially, the task-wise and meta-model are initialised randomly and fol-
low the iterative steps for inner and outer loop parameter optimization with day-
time tasks (haze, rain, and rain with veiling effects) following Algorithm 1. After
250 epochs, the trained meta-model is used to adapt to new tasks: night-time
(haze, rain and rain with veiling effects) weather degraded video restoration.

In this section, the proposed network is analysed with scratch training, fine-
tuning, combined training and meta-learning based adaptation for night-time
practical scenarios like haze, rain, and rain with veiling effect. As meta-learning
helps the proposed architecture for quick adaptation of new task with few num-
bers of training samples, we compared the effectiveness of meta-learning based
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Fig. 9. Qualitative analysis (1st row: synthetic and 2nd row: real world data) with
scratch, fine-tuning and meta-training for night-time de-raining with veiling effect.

adaptation with scratch training in terms of the number of training data sam-
ples on night-time video restoration tasks. The efficiency of meta learning in
term of average PSNR and SSIM is depicted in Fig. 8 for night-time video de-
hazing, de-raining and de-raining with veiling effect tasks. It shows that meta-
adaptation with just 10% of total training samples already outperforms the
model trained from scratch on all 100% of the training samples. This analysis
shows the quick adaptation ability of the proposed architecture with few sam-
ples using the meta-learning approach. Using 100% training samples in the three
cases (scratch training, fine-tuning, and meta-learning), Table 4 compares the
performance and shows that the meta adaptation performs the best (see Fig. 9).

6 Conclusion

This work is a general restoration framework which benefits the day, and night-
time weather degraded video restoration through the proposed architecture and
its meta-learning based adaptation. The proposed architecture makes use of
multi-frame based spatio-temporal feature modulation with multi-level feature
aggregation and recurrent guidance decoder. Further, the proposed work in-
corporates the meta-learning based adaptation of the proposed architecture for
weather degraded night-time video restoration. To the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge, this is the first video restoration attempt to address the problem caused by
diverse weather (haze, rain, and rain with veiling effect) in day and night-time
through meta-learning based adaptation. As night-time weather degraded video
restoration receives less attention due to the limited availability of datasets, we
provided the synthetic comprehensive night-time haze, rain, and rain with veiling
effects datasets. The comprehensive results on video de-hazing and de-raining
datasets in addition to the meta-learning based adaptation on night-time weather
degraded video restoration proves the effectiveness of the proposed architecture.
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